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American Horror Story
Double Feature Part 1: Red Tide Quiz 2

1. Alma aggressively belittles Doris, accusing her of wanting to leave Provincetown because she is
jealous of what?

2. When Harry allows Alma to go for a walk on her own, Doris frantically searches for her. She finds
Alma in a graveyard eating what?

3. Which five characters does the Chemist instruct Belle and Austin to kill for causing too much
trouble?

4. Who does Harry discover to have killed Chief Burleson?

5. When the Chemist first arrives in Provincetown, 5-years earlier, who does she pay to find test
subjects for her pills?

6. After Vlad, an aspiring singer becomes ill and loses his hair after taking the pill, what does the
Chemist tell him?

7. After Belle Noir first took the pill, she wrote and finished a book in one night, what then happens
to her husband?

8. Belle and Austin visit the house of a drag queen and slaughter all guests apart from one who
escaped. What happens to the surviving drag queen?

9. Who eventually reveals the truth about the pill to Doris and convinces her to take one?

10. Who does Belle order to steal the Gardner's newborn baby?

11. After Karen gets cornered by a horde of pale people, Mickey appears and offers her what
ultimatum?

12. At the beach, Karen attacks and feeds on Mickey, makes a painting, and then does what?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Her and Harry's talent
2. Rabbit (freshly killed)
3. Ursula, Mickey, Harry, Alma and Doris
4. Alma
5. Mickey
6. He cannot handle the effects of the pill because

he has no talent

7. She kills him
8. She goes into the woods and Vlad jumps from

behind and kills her
9. Alma
10. Karen
11. Either take a pill or be devoured by the pale people
12. She commits suicide by slitting her wrists and

walking into the sea

1. Alma aggressively belittles Doris, accusing her of wanting to leave Provincetown because she is
jealous of what?

2. When Harry allows Alma to go for a walk on her own, Doris frantically searches for her. She finds
Alma in a graveyard eating what?

3. Which five characters does the Chemist instruct Belle and Austin to kill for causing too much
trouble?

4. Who does Harry discover to have killed Chief Burleson?

5. When the Chemist first arrives in Provincetown, 5-years earlier, who does she pay to find test
subjects for her pills?

6. After Vlad, an aspiring singer becomes ill and loses his hair after taking the pill, what does the
Chemist tell him?

7. After Belle Noir first took the pill, she wrote and finished a book in one night, what then happens
to her husband?

8. Belle and Austin visit the house of a drag queen and slaughter all guests apart from one who
escaped. What happens to the surviving drag queen?

9. Who eventually reveals the truth about the pill to Doris and convinces her to take one?

10. Who does Belle order to steal the Gardner's newborn baby?

11. After Karen gets cornered by a horde of pale people, Mickey appears and offers her what
ultimatum?

12. At the beach, Karen attacks and feeds on Mickey, makes a painting, and then does what?
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